Category I
Manicurist Instructor

Practical
A. Basic Manicure
B. Tip Overlay
C. Nail Repair

*Student will prepare a Practical (Hands ON) lesson plan on each of the subjects in the category assigned to them.

**Student will draw for Practical. This will be the subject taught to the examiners.

**Bring (2) copies of each lesson plan to testing. *One copy is for the examiners to ensure you are following the lesson plan.

**Bring a textbook from which the lesson plan came from.
Category II

Manicurist Instructor

Practical
A. Acrylic Nail/with Form
B. Pedicure
C. Basic Manicure

*Student will prepare a Practical (Hands ON) lesson plan on each of the subjects in the category assigned to them.

**Student will draw for Practical. This will be the subject taught to the examiners.

**Bring (2) copies of each lesson plan to testing. *One copy is for the examiners to ensure you are following the lesson plan.

**Bring a textbook from which the lesson plan came from.
Category I

Esthetician Instructor

Practical

A. Hair Removal  
B. Eyebrow Waxing  
C. Combination Skin Condition Facial

*Student will prepare a Practical (Hands ON) lesson plan on each of the subjects in the category assigned to them.

**Student will draw for Practical. This will be the subject taught to the examiners.

**Bring (2) copies of each lesson plan to testing. *One copy is for the examiners to ensure you are following the lesson plan.

**Bring a textbook from which the lesson plan came from.
Category II

Esthetician Instructor

Practical

A. Evening Makeup
B. Facial Shapes to include a corrective makeup

*Student will prepare a Practical (Hands ON) lesson plan on each of the subjects in the category assigned to them.

**Student will draw for Practical. This will be the subject taught to the examiners.

**Bring (2) copies of each lesson plan to testing. *One copy is for the examiners to ensure you are following the lesson plan.

**Bring a textbook from which the lesson plan came from.